ABSTRACT. The enormous diversity and complexity of polysaccharides resides in the large number of anomeric positions, diversity in the size of the rings as well as of the large number of the linkage positions of the monosaccharides. By taking this fact into account, in order to provide useful knowledge for insight on polysaccharides, a more comprehensive study of the polymer units, the monosaccharides, is required. A study for relating experimentally measured properties -melting points and solubilities with other properties accessible by calculations was conducted for monosaccharides from trioses to hexoses.
INTRODUCTION
Carbohydrates are structural components of cell walls in plant and algae (cellulose [ 1 ] ), of DNA -deoxyribonucleic acid (deoxyribose [ 2 ] ) or RNAribonucleic acid (ribose [2] ), or of tissues (lyxose [ 3 ] ). Sugars are short chain carbohydrates, their molecule consisting of carbon (C), hydrogen (H) and oxygen (O) atoms with the general formula C m (H 2 O) n where 2 ≤ m (and usually 3 ≤ m ≤ 7) and n ≤ m (and usually n = m or n = m-1). The simplest carbohydrate is the monosaccharide with general formula (CH 2 O) n , where n ranges from 2 (diose, H-(C=O)-(CH 2 )-OH) to usually 7 (n = 3 for trioses, n = 4 for tetroses, n = 5 for pentoses, n = 6 for hexoses and n = 7 for heptoses). There are 23 monosaccharides (see Table 1 ) from trioses (n = 3) to hexoses (n = 6). The monosaccharides with lower number of atoms (e.g. n = 3 and n = 4) may cyclize by dimerization leading to cyclic monosaccharides with n = 6 and n = 8, respectively as the monosaccharides can join together to form disaccharides. A disaccharide is formed whenever two monosaccharides (identical or not) joined. Since two identical monosaccharides can form up to eleven different disaccharides [ 4 ] , and the number increases even more abruptly when different monosaccharides are connected (in [ 5 ] were counted 720 trisaccharides, 34560 tetrasaccharides and 2144640 pentasaccharides) the consequence is an enormous diversity and complexity in carbohydrate structure and chemistry. When applies, the names are *ose for acyclic and *opyranose for cylic forms (e.g. Glucose -acyclic → Glucopyranose -cyclic)
The main problem in studies relating the experimental measurements on carbohydrates is the scarcity of structural information from combined factors (difficulties to crystallize and the limitations in NMR analysis [ 6 ] ). Another challenge is the fact that usually the researchers studying structural aspects are not the same with the ones conducting the property measurements, and thus the reliability of the data sources being reduced, since very easily during the experimental treatment, monosaccharides may switch from the acyclic to cyclic form as well as the cyclic forms can undergo mutarotation.
The data about melting points and solubilities of 23 monosaccharides were considered in this study to derive property-property relationships.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The reader would expect to have H/T ~ S from H = E + pV and G = E + pV -TS (for other derived equations, see ref. [ 7 ] ) but is not the case since here the substances are different.
It should be noted that for all acyclic forms listed in Table 3 , the number of conformers is given by the formula 9 n-1 where n comes from the molecular formula of monosaccharides, (CH 2 O) n ; for cyclic forms, there is no general formula, but all hexoses have 3 6 ·2 2 conformers (column cf. Table 3) .
In order to proceed to assignments (the alternatives from Table 5 ) between the chemical structures (Table 3 ) and melting points (Table 2) firstly a relationship between the melting points (column MP (K) in Table 5 ) and the other properties listed in Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5 inside of the assigned group (the first 13 entries in Table 5 ) is to be checked.
By keeping in mind that a linear model is significant only when the coefficient of the independent variable is significant enough [ 8 ] , and aiming to identify at least one principal component [ 9 ] in a multiple linear regression [ 10 ] , the researcher would seek for possible explanation of variables for a given dependent variable (see Table 6 ). Table 6 :
 p -Probability to cancel the effect of the independent variable; MPK -melting point in K.  The alternatives for independent variables are: Conf(=9 n-1 ), L_E, H_E, DM, ZPE, Energy, Energy aq., Solv_E (data in Table 3 ), n (data in Table 2 Even considering the information provided by data in Table 6 , to proceed in deriving a property-property relationship is not correct, because the assigned group contains 13 paired determinations (first 13 entries in Table 5 ) and the pool of possible independent predictors contains 18 variables and is no recipe from which to select a part of them other than trying any possible association [ 11 ] ; it is still convenient to reduce their number. Of a particular interest is the group formed by Conf (=9 n-1 ), n and ln(n) since they provide the shape of the association with n. By conducting a multiple linear regression with all of them included, the hope is that the survival of the fittest [ 12 ] will emerge one or two of them.
Indeed, the multiple regression analysis conducted with MPK·S 0 as dependent variable (Y) and Conf (=9 n-1 ), n and ln(n) as independent variables (X's) when the condition that all coefficients of the model to be statistically significant was imposed, resulted in selection of only one predictor (ln(n), eq.1 below) while analysis conducted with MPK·S 0K as dependent variable selected another one predictor (n, eq.2 below).
The results in eq.1 and eq.2 are consistent with the experimental measurements, since the variation of the entropy, at low temperatures, increases its slope (see the data in ref. [ 13 ] as an example).
The entropies and the heat capacities at constant volume at 0 K (S 0K and C v 0K -see the columns in Table 4 ) are all multipliers of R/2 and R respectively (where R is the gas constant). Since S = k B ·log(Ω), where Ω is the number of microscopic configurations [ 14 ] and molar S is S molar = N A ·S = R·log(Ω), the values obtained for S 0K (Table 4) can be used to obtain the number of microscopic configurations for monosaccharides (by inversing the logarithms: Ω = log -1 (S 0K /R)); analogously, for C v 0K (Table 4) , their number of energy components (J = 2C V /R, see [ 15 ] for derivation of the energy components and [ 16 ] as an example of the calculation from C p for Hydrogen) at 0 K. Even more, the data in Table 4 reveals a relationship between S 0K and C v 0K (eq.3).
It is no big guess that 4.1561 (both S 0K and C v 0K have J·mol -1 ·K -1 as measurement unit, the same as the gas constant R and the same as 4.16212 in eq.3) is actually R/2 (R/2 = 4.1572) because the standard error of the difference, SE(S 0K -C v 0K -R/2) is 7.3·10 -4 and the probability to be S 0K -C v 0K -R/2 ≠ 0 from Student t distribution is 0.08% (< 5.00%).
There are a series of predictors that are linearly related (Energy, Energy aq., and Solv_E) in eq.4, (S 0 , H 0 and G 0 ) in eq.5, (MPK, S MP , H MP and G MP ) in eq.6.
There are a series of predictors that are linearly related (Energy, Energy aq., and Solv_E) in eq.4, (S 0 , H 0 and G 0 ) in eq.5, (MPK, S MP , H MP and G MP ) and in eq.6.
The eqs.4 to 6 are just expected results, since 1 Hartree = 2625.499 kJ/mol (see the coefficient in eq.4 and Solv_E is expressed in kJ/mol and Energy aq. and Energy in Hartrees), 1 Hartree/298.15K = 8806 J/mol (see the coefficient in eq.5 and Solv_E is expressed in J/mol and H 0 and G 0 in Hartrees) and 1 Hartree = 2625499 J/mol (see the coefficient in eq.6 and S MP is expressed in J/mol/K and H 0 and G 0 in Hartrees).
Even more, eq.6 is nothing else than a well known relation among the state parameters, G = H -TS, rewritten now as TS = H -G. Somebody may say that this is wonderful, but it is not. It cannot be used for predictions of the melting points (MP), because in order to obtain H MP and G MP first MP should be known.
Other two predictors proved to be highly correlated with other relations among quantities: C v 0 with Energy -H 0 , and C v MP with Energy -H MP . After removal of the dependent predictors from the pool of potential descriptors, 11 still remained: n, ln(n), ZPE, DM, H 0 , G 0 , H MP , G MP , C v 0K , Energy, and Energy aq. At this point, a step-by-step strategy of removal for the not statistically significant predictors was applied based on the likelihood of their coefficients.
For MPK*S 0K as dependent variable, Energy was first to be removed, G 0 the second, H MP the third, DM the fourth, Energy aq. the fifth. At this point two variables (n and ZPE) had a probability of non-null effect between 5% and 1% (2.4% for ZPE and 1.1% for n). It was decided to continue the removal by removing ZPE. After this removal, other two were eliminated at 5% risk being in error: n and ln(n). The obtained equation is eq.7. The same procedure was applied to MPK*S MPK , excepting in this case H MP was removed implicitly (see eq.6 and its comments for the reason). ZPE was the first removed, C v 0K the second, G 0 the third, n the fourth, Energy aq. the fifth. At this point one variable (DM) had a very little probability of non-null effect when compared to the rest of the variables in the model (10 -2 vs. 10 -6 ). It was decided to continue the removal with DM. The obtained model contained two variables with high contribution to the explained variance (H 0 and G MP ) and other two with much less (ln(n) and Energy). It was decided to keep only first two variables. The obtained equation is eq.8. The model eq.9 was used to do the assignments in relation: measured melting points and chemical structures. The entries in Table 5 from 'Alternate assignments: first option' and 'Alternate assignments: second option' were one by one alternatively joined with the main group (of first 13 entries). The decision which assignment to be kept is based on the standard error (SE) since it is an unbiased estimator of the population variance [ 17 ] . The stepby-step results of this analysis are given in Table 7 . As can be seen in Table 7 , the difference between the initial (from 13 paired values) estimation of the standard error (0.11047) and the final (from 21 paired values) estimation of the standard error (0.11487) is negligible -less than 5%, which indicates that the sample of 13 paired data and the sample of 21 paired data belongs to the same population (see for further details of this type of analysis [ 18 ] and [ 19 ] ). Based on the results from Table 7 Due to the lack of assignment between the structural data and the solubilities, it is even more difficult to derive a relationship able to express the solubility as a function of other properties. Actually, by using all data in Table 2 combined with the data in Table 3 and Table 4 , no linear relationship can be derived to express the solubility. The main reason is the fact that actually the same solubility is assigned to two cyclic forms in three out of eight cases. Actually these forms are in slow equilibrium with each other and with the acyclic form in aqueous solution [ 20 ] . By using the square root transformation [ 21 ] applied to the solubility, a relationship were derived and in eq.10. Unfortunately, even if all the coefficients of eq.10 are statistically significant, qualifying all predictors (ln(Conf), S 0 and ZPE) to belong to the model, due to the small number of measurements (11 paired data from which only 8 distinct) the eq.10 failed to provide a reliable model (probability to reject the model from Fisher's distribution is 15%).
CONCLUSIONS
The study revealed that is very difficult to derive reliable propertyproperty relationships when the structural determinations of the substances subjected to property measurements are scarce. Therefore more structural and property determinations are essential for the advance of the knowledge in this field.
By involving statistical analysis, in this study were assigned the melting points for a number of eight monosaccharides to the corresponding deposited PubChem structure information files by constructing propertyproperty relationships on their pool of chemical structures.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The available data about melting points and solubilities of 23 monosaccharides (listed in Table 1 ) were collected from the literature.
The structural information as 3D geometries was taken from PubChem database. As can be seen in Table 2 the assignments between a certain monosaccharide conformation and its measured properties were not guarantied by the source of the data. Thus excepting D-glucose of which melting points are available in all three listed conformations, when the literature provided more than one melting point was necessary to conduct an assignment (alternatives listed in Table 5 ).
For the 23 monosaccharides 45 different geometries (3D) were available in the PubChem database. For one monosaccharide (CID 111123 corresponding to D-idose) the 3D geometry was build from its 2D geometry. On the 46 files containing different geometries of monosaccharides, a series of properties were calculated (listed in Table 3 ) using Spartan'14 software in the following configuration: energy calculation with Hartree-Fock (HF) method, 6-31G* dual basis, with computing of infra-red (IR) parameters and deriving of thermodynamic entities (listed in Table 4 ). Notes on data in Table 3 : Notes on data in Table 4 :
 The thermodynamic quantities from Table 4 Table 5 :
 Not for all monosaccharides are available the melting points; were included in Table 5 only the ones with available data.  It is known that in the absence of the water monosaccharides have the tendency to take the acyclic form, while in water exists mainly in the cyclic form (see pentoses and hexoses as typical examples); therefore, the melting points were assigned to the acyclic forms (F='A' in Table 5 ).
 The melting points were converted to Kelvin scale (MP (K) in Table 5 ) and were used to obtain the thermodynamic quantities at the melting point S
